
Kao-Ho Hospital (Kao-Ho Health Management Center) 

Health Check Consent 

contractor： ID Number： 
In order to carry out the self-funded course of treatment plan of the Kao-Ho Hospital (Kao-Ho Health 

Management Center), the author agrees to the following matters here.： 

 

1. The author shall first undergo a full-body health examination, the type and type of item shall be determined by 

the Kao-Ho Hospital in full discretion as required by the course of treatment plan, and the author shall 

unconditionally agree to accept the examination and bear the cost of the health examination. 

2. Full body health examinations referred to in the preceding provisions, including but not limited to Kao-Ho 

Hospitals, may be arranged for referral to other relevant medical institutions if necessary. 

3. After the conclusion of this consent, the author shall no longer claim to terminate or terminate the agreement 

between the two parties, and if the author unilaterally violates this agreement, Kao-Ho hospital shall have no 

obligation to cooperate and refund the fee. 

4. Covenanted people clearly informed by the Kao-Ho Hospital, this final piece of health examination results can 

not be 100% accurate and correct, all data show the results only for Kao-Ho assessment of the current 

situation with the medical team, does not mean that the future integration of the medical treatment plan in 

progress or after the end, no new changes in derivatives. 

5. When Kao-Ho Hospital made a written report on all health check results, in charge of aggregate, analyze and 

analyze, explain and put forward recommendations to the covenanted people, whether able to integrate 

medical treatment plan. The final decision depends on the Kao-Ho Hospital. 

6. Kao-Ho Hospital carries out the health examination as referred to in this book, which is not equal to an 

Kao-Ho Hospital's obligation to perform the integrated medical course of treatment, and if the Kao-Ho Hospital 

determines that it is not appropriate to carry out the integrated medical course of treatment program, the 

author shall not claim in any form that Kao-Ho Hospital performs nothing. 

7. After the overall assessment of Kao-Ho Hospital, both parties agree to the integration of medical treatment 

plan, should be separately signed "consent to treatment and guarantee" B, not before the signing of the 

guarantee, the two sides still do not bear any rights and obligations. 

Sincerely 

 

Kao-Ho Hospital (Kao-Ho Health Management Center) 

Contractor： Sign 

Address： 

TEL.： 

Emergency contact person： 

DATE： DAY                        /MONTH                       /YEAR 


